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Speaking and listening 
Your past and present 

1 a Read A-F above. Think of at least two things to say about each one. 

b Work in pairs. Tell your partner about the things you have written. 
Your partner can ask you questions. 

2a 'mm' 1.1 Listen to six speakers. Which item from exercise 1a does
each speaker talk about? 

b Listen again. Which speaker mentions the topics in the box? 
What do they say about them? 

a farm 

a pond 

a coincidence 

working on a film 

a baby 

an awful boss 

3 'mm' 1.2 Listen and complete the extracts from the recording. 

1 We ____ there every summer for our holidays. I 
____ it. 

2 Normally it's fine because ____ on programmes ___ _ 
late ... But at the moment a film. 

3 It was my first job, but I think Kathy ____ different jobs 
before that. 

4 I ____ three or four years. 
5 Somehow touch. 
6 I think we ____ about five years. 
7 We were to each other and we just ___ _ 
8 It sweet in the photo on Facebook. 
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------------------------------------------- Getting on 101 

Language focus 1 
Past and present verb forms 

1 Work in pairs and do the quiz. Then find another example 
from exercise 3 to go under each heading. 

So you think you know about English 
grammar? Do the quiz and find out. 

a Present simple and continuous 

Which sentence below describes· something which is 
gene�ally true? Which describes a temporary situation? 

a I'm a hairdresser and I do a lot of work for TV 
. b At the moment, I'm getting up at about 5 a.m. 

Past simple and Past continuous 

Which verb form in the sentence below describes a single 
action. in the past? Which describes an action in progress 
at that time? 

I met Kathy when we were both working for this° really 
awful boss. 

d State and action verbs 

Choose the correct verb in the sentences below. 
Why isn't the other verb possible? 

a I don't remember I 'm not remembering its name. 
b My uncle owned I was owning a farm when I was 

a ehild. 

II· Used to 

II 

II 

Look at the example sentences below and ehoose the 
correct options in the rule. 

My aunt and uncle used to own a farm. 
I used to spend hours staring at the fish. 
used to describes habits I states I single actions in th� 
past I present 

Present perfect and Past simple 

Match examples 1-4 to descriptions a-d below. 

1 I've known Emma for six months. 
2 Kathy and I were really good friends for a couple of years. 
3 My cousin and his wife have had a baby. 
4 We moved in about 1993. 

a Something that continued for a period of time in 
the past. 

b Something that started in the past and continues to the 
present. 

c Something that happened in the past and is important 
now. We don't know exactly when it happened. 

d Something that happened at a finished time in 
the past. 

Past perfect 

Look at the sentences below. Which action in bold 

happened first? 

The house where I was born was quite small. My parents 
had bought it from an old man. 

PRACTICE 

1 fm' 1.3 Choose the correct verbs to complete the
article below. Listen and check. 

Alek Wek is one of 
the world's most 
popular models. She 
1has appeared I
appeared in 
catwalk shows, high 
profile advertising 
campaigns and on 
the cover of Vogue 
magazine. Her life, 
however, 2hasn't been 
/ hadn't been easy. 
Alek 3has been born/ was born into a poor
family in Sudan in 197 7, the seventh of nine 
children. In 1983, civil war 4broke out/had 
broken out. Alek 5was plo:ying / used to 
play out in the streets, but it 6has got/ got 
too dangerous to go out. In the end, Alek' s 
family 7 have decided/ decided to leave their
town and walk south. Eventually, the family 
ended up in Khartoum, the capital of Sudan. 
Unfortunately, in Khartoum, Alek's father 
died. Many years before, he 8 had/ had had 
an operation on his hip, and during their long 
walks it 9was getting/ got badly infected. 

In 1991, Alek and her younger sister moved to 
the UK. Their older sister 10was moving/ had 
moved there three years earlier, and later their 
mother 11joined / used to join them. 

In 1995, Alek 12slwpped / was slwpping at 
a market in London when a modelling scout 
13approached / was approaching her, and 
against her mother's advice, 18-year-old Alek 
14has decided/ decided to become a model. 

It was the right decision. She 15is / has been a 
top model for over 15 years. She 16a/so designs 
/ is also designing handbags, and 17 writes/ 
has written an autobiography called A/,ek. 
However, these days she 18spends / is spending 

more and more time working with charities 
which help Africa, like the Refugee Council. 

In the 1990s, Alek Wek 19changed / was 
changing the stereotype of how a model 
should look. Now she 20changes / is changing 

the stereotype of how a model should behave. 



Reading 

1 Work in pairs and discuss the questions below that 
are relevant to you. 

• Would you like to have a brother or sister? Why?
• What are the advantages of being an only child?
• How close is your relationship with your sibling(s)?
• Are you similar to each other? In what ways?

Are you closer to one sibling than the other(s)?
Which one and why?

• Are you competitive with your sibling(s)? If yes,
give examples.

2 Work in pairs and look at the photos. What do you 
know (or can you guess) about the people? 

3 Read the article and answer the questions. 

4 

5 

Which famous siblings ... 
1 are friends despite their rivalry? 
2 have continued their rivalry into old age? 
3 have taken legal action against each other? 
4 caused problems in their local community because 

of their rivalry? 
5 often competed against each other in important 

competitions? 
6 often criticise each other in the media? 

Read the article again. Complete the sentences below. 

1 The author of the article felt competitive towards 
her sister because ... 

2 In her autobiography, Joan Fontaine boasted that 
she had ... 

3 A lot of people were watching when Olivia de 
Havilland ... 

4 Noel Gallagher once attacked his brother 
because ... 

5 The Dassler brothers started separate companies 
because ... 

6 Some people in Herzogenaurach refused to 
socialise with each other because ... 

7 The Williams sisters are best friends despite the 
fact that ... 

8 We know the author of the article is still 
competitive towards her sister because ... 

Work in groups and discuss the questions below. 

• Which case of sibling rivalry do you think is the
most extreme? Why?

• Which siblings' achievements are the most
impressive?

• Do you know any other
examples of serious
sibling rivalry?

For most people, the longest relationship they will 
have is with their sibling. It's a shame, then, that we 
can't choose them. As children, my younger sister 
and I were always competing with each other. 
I was jealous of her looks and she felt threatened 
by my academic success. But our rivalry was nothing 
compared to that of some famous siblings. 

Take 1940s movie stars Olivia de Havilland and Joan 
. Fontaine. The competitive relationship between these 
sisters is the stuff of Hollywood legend. 'I married first, 
won the Oscar before Olivia did. And if I die first, she'll 
undoubtedly be livid because I beat her to it,' Joan wrote 
in her autobiography. Their rivalry became very public 
in 1946 when Olivia won an Oscar. Joan was asked 
to present the award but Olivia refused to even shake 
her hand. 'They just don't have much in common,' 
commented one person at the time. Now in their 90s, the 
sisters apparently still loathe each other! 

More recently, the rivalry between music stars Noel and 
Liam Gallagher has hit the news. As part of the band 
Oasis, they created some memorable music, but 
whenever they are interviewed, the brothers cannot resist 
putting each other down. 'There are only two things 
wrong with Liam,' Noel once said, 'everything he says 
and everything he does.' While the brothers were working 
on their second album, Liam invited some friends to the 
studio for a party. Noel was trying to work and ended up 
attacking Liam with a cricket bat. By 2011 , the brothers 
had stopped working together and were suing each other 
- a sorry situation for any brothers to be in.



But it's not just in show business where siblings fall out. 
Entrepreneurs Rudolf and Adolf Dassler started making 
sports shoes in the small German town of Herzogenaurach 
in the 1920s. Their factory south of the river became very 
successful but they were always very different. Adolf , or 
Adi, was a quiet craftsman while Rudolf was "a loud
mouthed salesman". Eventually, in 1948, the brothers fell 
out permanently. Rudolf moved across the river and set 
up a rival sports-shoe company, which he called Puma. In 
response,  Adi used the first letters of his name and surname 
to create his brand - Adidas. 
The brothers never spoke to each other again and their 
rivalry divided the town. The residents wore either Adidas or 
Puma and would sometimes refuse to mix with each other. 
It became a place where you always looked at the shoes 
someone was wearing before starting a conversation. The 
brothers died in the 1970s and were buried in the same 
cemetery - at opposite ends. 
But not all successful siblings hate each other. Top tennis 
players Serena and Venus Williams have played each other 
in over 20 major tennis tournament finals, but have always 
remained best friends. They played doubles together, lived 
together, and even had breakfast together before these big 
matches. 'We leave everything on the court,' Serena once 
said. 'We're sisters the moment we shake hands at the net.' 
So, now that we're adults, have my sister and I learnt to be 
more like the Williams sisters and less like the Gallaghers? 
Well, I' d love to say "yes" but the truthful answer is "not 
always". I still hate seeing photos of us together because I 
still feel inferior to her. But our rivalry is not as bad as it used 
to be, and if I feel really jealous, I remind myself: beauty 
fades but a sister is for life! 

_________________ Getting on 101 

Vocabulary 
Relationships ;Jj

b

;;;s� 
1 a Can you remember which siblings in the article 

(including the author) the sentences below describe? 
Try to complete the phrases in bold. 

1 She is jealous of her sister's appearance. the author

2 They are always competing _ each other.
3 She feels threatened her sister's academic 

abilities. 
4 They don't_ a lot in common. 
5 They loathe _ other.
6 They are always putting each other _ . 
7 They fell _ permanently. 
8 She feels inferior her sister. 

b Check your answers in the article. Use the context 
to check that you understand what the phrases in 
bold mean. 

2 Which set(s) of siblings in the article could the 
sentences below describe? 

1 They're very close to each other. 
2 They don't get on with each other. 
3 They're sometimes violent towards each other. 
4 They're loyal to each other. 
5 They don't respect each other. 
6 Their relationship seems very destructive. 
7 They are supportive of each other. 

3a Complete the list with phrases in exercises 1a and 2. 

• good relationships: be close to each other ...

• bad relationships: loathe each other ...

b Think of opposites to the phrases in exercise 3a. 
Add them to your list. 

loathe each other - adore each other

4a Choose at least two relationships from the list below. 
Think about how to describe them, using phrases in 
exercises 1 a and 2. 

Your relationship with ... 
• one of your siblings.
• someone who used to be a friend but isn't now.
The relationship between ...
• two siblings in your family.
• famous siblings from your country.
• a famous couple.
• a couple you know well.

b Work in groups. Take turns to describe the relationships 
and ask and answer questions about them. 

I'm really close to my brother, Idris. 
We get on well, but ... 

•



Listening and vocabulary 
Friendship 

1 a Work in pairs. Which characteristics below do not 
describe the behaviour of a good friend? 

1 You can trust them. 
2 They always tell you the truth. 
3 They sometimes lie to you. 
4 They are fun to be with. 
5 They gossip about you behind your back. 
6 You can confide in them about your problems. 
7 They always keep their promises. 

b Work in groups. Think of two more characteristics 
of a good friend. Which do you think is the most 
important characteristic in a friend? 

2a tt 1.4 Work in pairs. You are going to listen to three
conversations. Listen to Maz confiding in Anna, and 
answer the questions. 

1 Who is Ben? 
2 What problem does Maz have? 
3 What do we learn about Maz and Ben as people? 
4 What does Anna promise at the end of the 

conversation? 

b tt 1.5 Listen to Joe talking to one of the women
from the previous conversation, and answer the 
questions. 

1 Who is Joe talking to? 
2 What are they discussing? 
3 What is their attitude towards the situation? 
4 What does Joe promise at the end? 

c tt 1.6 Listen to Joe talking to someone else, and
answer the questions. 

1 Who is Joe talking to? 
2 What is the surprise that is mentioned? 
3 What does Joe try to do in the conversation 

and why? 
4 How does the other person respond? 

3 Listen to all three conversations again. Summarise 
the situation between the four friends. 

4 Work in pairs and discuss the questions. 

• Do you have sympathy for Ben or Maz?
• Are Anna and Joe good friends to Ben and Maz?
• Should they say or do anything?
• What do you think will happen between Ben

and Maz?

I 

Language focus 2 
Uses of auxiliary verbs 

1 Complete sentences 1-7 from the conversations 
with the endings or responses in the box. 

He says he is. will you? I know she will. 

isn't it? Oh, are you? Yes, I have actually. 

we do have a good time together. 

1 You don't think he's interested? He says he is. 
2 I do love him, and ___ _ 
3 You won't say anything to anyone, ___ _ 
4 Have you seen Ben and Maz at all? _ __ _ 
5 I'm planning a bit of a surprise for her. ___ _ 
6 It's going to cost you a fortune, ___ _ 
7 She'll like this, ___ _ 

2 tt 1. 7 Listen and check.

GRAMMAR 

1 Underline the auxiliaries in the endings/responses 
in the box in exercise 1. 

2 Which auxiliaries in exercise 1 are used to ... 
1 form tag questions? 
2 add emphasis? 
3 show interest? 
4 form a short answer to questions? 
5 avoid repeating words or sentences? 

• Read Study 2, page 132



------------------------------------------ Getting on I 01 

PRACTICE 

1a tt 1.8 Listen to the first part of eight conversations and tick
the correct responses below. 

1 a Of course I am! b Of course I do! 
c Of course I have! 

2 a I am listening, darling. b I do listen, darling. 
c I did listen, darling. 

3 a No, to be honest, it isn't. b No, to be honest, it didn't. 
c No, to be honest, it wasn't. 

4 a Really, are they? b Really, have they? 
c Really, did they? 

5 a Oh no, had you? b Oh no, have you? 
c Oh no, were you? 

6 a I am believe you! b I do believe you! 
c I can believe you! 

7 a No, I can't! b No, I don't! c No, I'm not! 
8 a I did, didn't I? b b I was, wasn't I? c I do, don't I? 

b tt 1.9 Listen to the complete conversations and check.

PRONUNCIATION 

1 tt 1.10 In a full sentence, auxiliary verbs are not normally stressed.
Often a weak form or a contraction is used. Listen and practise. 

/d3a/ 

Do you want to hear it? 

/ja/ 

John, you're not listening to me. 

2 tt 1.11 When the auxiliary is used for emphasis, or stands alone
without a main verb, it is never weak. Often it is stressed. Listen 
and practise. 

Of course I do. I am listening, darling. 

3 Practise the conversations in exercise 1b, paying attention to the 
pronunciation of the auxiliaries. 

2 Complete the sentences with an auxiliary verb. 

1 I ___ like your shoes. Where did you get them? 
2 Everyone else seemed to like it. but I ___ . 
3 You don't care about what I want, ___ you? 
4 Things have got worse round here, ___ they? 
5 You ___ remember to lock the back door when you left 

the house, didn't you? 
6 Thanks for a lovely evening, we really enjoyed it, 

___ we George? 
7 Alex can't come but everyone else ___ . 
8 But you're feeling better now, ___ you? 

3a Work in pairs. Choose three sentences from exercise 2 and 
develop each one into a short conversation of four to eight 
lines. Think about the following ideas. 

• the context
• who is speaking to whom and how they feel
• what happens, if anything

b Practise your conversations, paying attention to the 
pronunciation of auxiliaries. 

Wordspot 
get 

1 Match the meanings of get in the box with 
the examples in the diagram below. 

I 

6 

become arrive catch 
obtain/receive understand 

get tired 

get on 

well with 

someone 

2 __ _ 

get what you 

are saying 

5 __ _ 
get the bus 

3 ___ _ 

get a present 

4 __ _ 

get home 

2 Add the phrases in the box below to the 
diagram. 

get a better job 
get an early flight 
get on with your work 
get a cold 
get angry 
get lost 

get a shock 

get better/worse 
get $50,000 a year 
get to work 

get over an illness 
get stuck 
get a joke 

3 Work in pairs. StudentA:Turn to page 126. 
Student B: Turn to page 128. 

4a Find someone in the class who ... 

1 got home late last night. 
2 got stuck in bad traffic on their way 

to work/school. 
3 gets a lot of colds. 
4 doesn't get on very well with their 

next-door neighbours. 
5 got lost the first time they came to 

this school. 
6 is getting the bus home today. 
7 often gets tired in the middle of the 

afternoon. 
8 rarely gets angry. 

b Report back to the class. 

;J;
b
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Task 
Keep a conversation going 



Verb list 

VERB PAST SIMPLE PAST PARTICIPLE VERB PAST SIMPLE PAST PARTICIPLE 

be was/were been leave left left 

beat beat beaten lend lent lent 

become became become let let let 

begin began begun lie lay lain 

bend bent bent light lit lit 

bite bit bitten lose lost lost 

blow blew blown make made made 

break broke broken mean meant meant 

bring brought brought meet met met 

build built built must had to had to 

bum burned/burnt burned/bu mt pay paid paid 

burst burst burst put put put 

buy .bought bought read read read 

can could been able ride rode ridden 

catch caught caught ring rang rung 

choose chose chosen rise rose risen 

come came come run ran run 

cost cost cost say said said 

cut cut cut see saw seen 

dig dug dug sell sold sold 

do did done send sent sent 

draw drew drawn set set set 

dream dreamed/dreamt dreamed/dreamt shake shook shaken 

drink drank drunk shine shone shone 

drive drove driven shoot shot shot 

eat ate eaten show showed shown 

fall fell fallen shut shut shut 

feed fed fed sing sang sung 

feel felt felt sink sank sunk 

fight fought fought sit sat sat 

find found found sleep slept slept 

fly flew flown slide slid slid 

forget forgot forgotten smell smelled/smelt smelled/smelt 

forgive forgave forgiven speak spoke spoken 

freeze froze frozen spend spent spent 

get got got spill spilled/spilt spilled/spilt 

give gave given spoil spoiled/spoilt spoiled/spoilt 

go went gone/been stand stood stood 

grow grew grown steal stole stolen 

hang hung hanged/hung stick stuck stuck 

have had had swim swam swum 

hear heard heard take took taken 

hide hid hidden teach taught taught 

hit hit hit tear tore torn 

hold held held tell told told 

hurt hurt hurt think thought thought 

keep kept kept throw threw thrown 

kneel knelt knelt understand understood understood 

know knew known wake woke woken 

lay laid laid wear wore worn 

lead led led win won won 

learn learned/learnt learned/learnt write wrote written 

•
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Language focus 1 
Past and present verb forms 

1 a Match sentence beginnings A with endings B. 

A B 
1 Vicki's a marketing a he'd just split up with 

manage,, and � his friend. 
2 When I got home last b abroad next year. 

night C she spends a lot 
Ben was feeling sorry of time sitting in 
for himself because meetings. 

4 My sister's trying to d since last term. 
5 I haven't been to a e and Mum did the 

football match for cooking. 
ages, f not since England 
They've been in this beat Germany. 
class 

g my flatmate had 
I'm thinking about cooked me dinner! 
studying h learn Greek at the 

8 When I was young, moment. 
Dad used to do the 
shopping 

b Complete the sentences so they are true for you. 

1 I'm a ___ and I spend a lot of time _ __ . 
2 When I got home last night __ . 
3 This time last year / month / week, I was feeling 

_ __ because I'd/I hadn't _ __ . 
4 At the moment, I'm ___ . 
5 I haven't __ for a long time. 
6 I've ___ since ___ . 
7 I'm thinking about ___ . 
8 When I was young, ___ . 

I 

2 Write complete sentences, using the correct Present 
simple or continuous form and making any other 
necessary changes. 

1 I /organise/ a party for Clare's birthday. Who/ 
you/ think/ I should invite? 
I'm oraanis111a a partv for Clare's birthday Who do 

vou think I should invite ? 

2 What/ you / cook? It/ smell/ wonderful! 

3 A lot / people / believe / he's very talented but / I / 
not agree. 

4 A: Why / you / be I so friendly today? 

s: I'm just/ a good mood! 

S You/ know/ Ken? He/ be I very interesting. He/ 
work/ at the Science Museum. 

6 I/ read I this great book. It I be/ about growing up 
during the 1960s. 

3 In this extract from a soap opera script, complete the 
gaps with the Past simple or Past continuous form of 
the verbs in the box. 

come happen just discuss just try 

not tell stop talk think 

Duncan and Tessa are talking. Carla comes in and Duncan and 

Tessa immediately stop. They look guilty. Duncan gets up to go. 

Duncan: Hi, Carla. Is that the time? I've 

got to go. Bye. 

Carla: Bye. (looks suspiciously at Tessa)
Hi, Tessa. What 1 were vou talking
about when I 2 

________ in? 

Tessa: Oh, nothing! 

Carla: Then why 3 
_______ _ 

on, tell me. 
? Come 

Tessa: OK. We • _______ _ Graham's
new friend. 

Carla: (sitting down suddenly) New 

friend? When 5 
_______ _ 

this _______ _ ? 

Tessa: A few weeks ago. 

Carla: Why 6 
________ me? 

Tessa: We 7 
_______ _ you'd be upset. 

to spare your 

Carla: 

Tessa: 

We 8 
_______ _ 

feelings. 

You'd better tell me all about it. 

OK. Look, would you like a drink 

first? 



4 Tick the correct ending. 

5 

6 

1 I've been to the Pompidou Centre twice 
a while I was in Paris. 
b so I don't really want to go there again. ./ 

2 Denise and Adam have been married for five years 
a and they were very happy. 
b and they're very happy. 

3 I lost my car keys -
a I can't find them anywhere. 
b I couldn't find them anywhere. 

4 How long have you lived on your own 
a in this flat? 
b before you met Lisa? 

5 Steve's been very depressed 
a last week. 
b all week. 

6 John worked for the company for ten years 
a and we're sorry that he's leaving. 
b and we were sorry when he left. 

Circle the correct verb form. 

1 The teacher wasn't believing/� 
Jack's story about the dog eating his homework. 

2 Can you smell I Are you smelling burning? 
3 I don't remember I 'm not remembering where I 

met Hassan. 
4 I love th is colour. What are you thinking I do you 

think? 
5 Shona isn't owning I doesn't own her flat, she 

rents it. 
6 Can I call you back later? I'm having I have an 

English lesson at the moment. 
7 What's that noise coming from downstairs? 

Somethingisseeming I seems strange to me. 
8 I don't like I 'm not liking the way they're looking 

at us. 

Correct the mistakes. There is one mistake in each 
sentence. 

started 
1 Liam�sed to start his first job when he was 18. 
2 I used to be late for work twice last week. 
3 Chloe didn't used to be afraid of flying, but she is 

now. 
4 I used to be hating broccoli when I was little, but 

now I love it! 
5 What's happened to Ben and Mila? They've never 

used to fight like that. 
6 What games used you to play when you were 

younger? 
7 Last weekend l used to go out with my friends. 
8 Before I moved here, I had used to live in Ohio. 
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7 Complete the sentences with the Past simple or Past 
perfect form of the verb in brackets. 

1 Paul failed his driving test because he hadn't

oractised (practise) enough. 
2 When Jess _ __ (see) the car, she couldn't believe 

Alex had paid so much for it. 
3 I was feeling a bit upset because I __ (hear) 

some bad news about my brother. 
4 By the time he was 13, Mozart ___ (write) many 

symphonies. 
5 I hadn't revised for the exam, so I _ __ (not 

know) what to write. 
6 Mrs Reynolds __ (forget) to lock the door and 

when she came back her house had been burgled. 
7 I thought I ___ (leave) the report on my desk, 

but I couldn't find it anywhere. 
8 When Pierre started watching the film, he realised 

he __ (already see) it. 

8 C -,mplete the gaps with the correct form of the verb 
in brackets. 

Child prodigy 
Eleven-year-old Nigel Matsuchek 1 has become (become)
the youngest person ever to be accepted at Oxford 
University. He z _____ (celebrate) with his family 
yesterday after he 3 _____ (get) a letter offering
him a place to study physics. 'When he heard the post 
arrive, he 4 _____ (go) to check It,' explained his
mother, 'and when we heard him shout "Yes!" we knew 
he s _____ (receive) the news he wanted. He 6

_____ (work) so hard over the last few years and 
It's what he really wants to do. We 7 _____ (be) so
proud of him.' 

Jackie Lane: 
Live Tonight! 
'My next guest 8 ____ _
(never have) any problems with 
getting what he wanted. When 
he first came to the United States 
he 9 _____ (not have) any
money and he 10 ____ _ 

(work) In a factory during the day and at a nightclub at 
night to support his family. Now he "----
(become) one of the richest people In the world. 
Between 1997 and 2004, while he 12 _____ (1ive)
In Florida, he 13 _____ (manage) two hugely
successful e-businesses and he 14 · (just 
write) a best-selling book: Ten Steps to Success. This 
week, he 15 _____ (visit) his business school In 
Chicago and tonight he 16 _____ (spend) an 
evening with us. Ladles and gentlemen, please welcome 
Simon Bach! 



listen and read Vocabulary 
Relationships A date with disaster? 

9a � 1.1 Listen to and/or read the stories and decide 
who had the worst experience. 

10 Choose the correct option to complete each 
sentence. 

b 

1 I've always been very close ___ my sister. We 
Listen and/or read again and choose the correct do lots of things to�r. 

a�� � cci name: Celine, Rodrigo, Robert or Claire.

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Who had a date by the sea? 
Celine and Rodrigo

Who had known the other person for some time 
before the date? 

Who wanted to impress the person they dated? 

2 Natalie wasn't enjoying her job after she fell 
___ with her boss. 
a out b off c on

3 Don't listen to them, they're jealous ___ your 
success. 
a of b about c from 

4 Do you get ___ with your cousins? 
a about b of c on 

Who was much older than the person they dated? 5 I hate being around Owen and Liz. They're always 

Who had an accident? 

Who was embarrassed by the other person's 
behaviour? 

Whose date was very expensive? 

Who went out with the person again? 

putting each other ___ . 
a on b down c around 

6 Josh had always been loyal _ __ his friend, even 
when other people didn't believe him. 
a to b on c with 

7 Will always felt threatened __ his brother's 
musical abilities. 
a from b with c by

8 Even as young boys, Mark and Chris would always 
compete ___ each other. 
a with b at c by 

A date with disaster? 
Have you ever been on a first date with someone you rejtlly liked 
and found tllat it turned into a dJsast�r before your very eyes? 
We interviewed two people who h�ve had just this experience. 

Celine: The worst first date 
I've ever had was while I was 
on holiday in Majorca. I must 
have been about eighteen. and 
I met this gorgeous Spanish 
waiter, Rodrigo. He was a good 
ten years older than me and 
had dark brown eyes and blad< 
curly hair. Well, after we'd had 
a few drinks in a local bar, he 
suggested going for a·�mantlc 
walk along the beach. Things
seemed to be going guite well, 

. even though we didn't have . 
much in common. Then we 
walked past a couple of guys 
who were standing at the water's 
edge talking. When they looked 
across at us, Rodrigo stared at 
them aggressively. He asked 
them what their problem was, 

and what they were looking at. 
They hadn't even being looking 
at us before that, but he started 
arguing with them. His behaviour 
was a real tum-off and m�de me 
ur::icpmfortable. I felt so ashamed 
thaf I Just walked �way. I never 
dated Rodrigo agair\, as you can 
ll"Qagine. 

Robert: She was someone I 
kn� from scllciol and I'd always 
r_eally fancied her. I had just got 
a new motorblk�. a Suzuki 250, 
'\,Vhich I was really proud·of. So 
anyway, one Saturday afternoon, 
I asked her to come out for a ride 
and we went up to a disused 
airfield a few kilometres away. 
There was no one else around, 
so I started driving_ with one 

wheel in the.air and going really 
fast. Claire said slie loved it and 
could she have a go at riding it. 
I couldn't see why not - but how 
wrong= you be? 

Once she'd managed to start it 
and stay upright, she suddenly 
got a bit over-confident and 
zoomed off at top speed 
towards SO!lle trees. As I started 
running after her, I could see that 
she was losing control of the 
bike, and a minute later - bang! 
She went straight into a tree. 
Claire was a olt shocked and 
bruised; but my beautiful Suzuki 
was a wreck and cost me a 
fortune to repair. We did see 
each other again, but from then 
on we stuck to public transport. 

I 



An.swerkey 

2b 

Zc 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 T 2 F (Even if you want it to have universal appeal, you still 
need to consider your audience.) 3 F (It can have limited appeal.) 
4 T 5 F (You need to promote it - 'turn up the volume' here 
refers metaphorically to talking about it a lot.) 6 T 

1 C 2 e 

2 think 
5 to thank 
8 to read 

11 go 

3 a 

14 to tell, not to offer 

2 to create 
5 be sending 
8 make / to make 

4 d 5 b 

3 not to see 
6 to believe 
9 to eat 

12 not to come 

3 to provide / provide 
6 to play 
9 introducing 

4 to answer 
7 borrow, to be 

10 to suggest 
13 to find 

4 to get 
7 helping 

10 to stop 

2 In the summer you should avoid going out in the midday sun. 
3 Al denied eating the rest of the chocolates. 
4 I'm getting used to driving an automatic car. 
5 I lost weight by doing lots of exercise and counting calories. 
6 Tickets sell out quickly, so it's worth phoning the box office to 

check first. 
7 I'm sorry, madam, I'm having trouble finding your details on the 

computer. 
8 If you don't mind waiting, I can get you a table next to the window. 
9 Are you considering applying for the job in Madrid? 

10 One of the best things about the summer is being able to eat 
outside. 

11 Are you looking forward to seeing all your old school friends 
tomorrow? 

12 I miss having the beach opposite my apartment. 

2 to spend 
5 leaving 

8 meeting 

3 to leave 
6 playing 
9 get 

4 trying 
7 to trust 

10 to meet 
11 to find out 12 Cheating 

7a 

Ba 

8b 

9a 

2 to be locked up 
7 seems to be coming 

1 to give 
3 to show 
5 to have changed 
7 be included 
9 be 

b 10 
f 8 

C 4 
g 3 

3 not being woken up 5 not being 
8 I'd like to have learnt 

2 being chased, to leave 
4 to tip 
6 to do 
8 get 

10 suggesting, be included 

d 2 
h 9 

e 1 

6 

2 You should focus on winning the race. 

3 We'd like to have known about it sooner. 
4 I hate being told what to do. 
5 You promised not to be late. 
6 I want to be 00!!& on a beach right now. 

I 

10a 

A What would you like to be famous for? 
B Do celebrities have the right to a private life? 

10b 
2 mind 3 seems 4 the 5 stressful 6 being 
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